Final Frontier Camp
August 10-13
Virtual Reality Space Exploration (AM) & Minecraft Moon Craft (PM) Ages 8-11

Does your student love space? Then this camp is for them! In the morning, students will discover the incredible universe and make
their own animated version through the use of virtual reality and coding! Students will also create their own planets, with vehicles
that will help them navigate their way through the rocky terrains. Fly through planets, stars, the Milky Way, asteroids and more in
this camp that is out of this world! In the afternoon, NASA and Roscosmos of Russia are teaming up with other nations to create
a Lunar Orbital Platform Gateway (LOP-Gz) and this is an ideal time for our students to learn about the Moon! Lunar celebrities
such as Buzz Aldrin, Neil Armstrong, Roberta Bondar, Col. Hadfield and more will introduce everything from Lunar Ethics and
how we handle the Moon, to creative designs of the necessary structures and transportation of tomorrow. Six stations will guide
students through Moon related issues and by the end, when they graduate the Moon Base Beta program, students will know more
about the moon than they could ever imagine!

Minecraft Moon Craft (AM) & Virtual Reality Space Exploration (PM) Ages 11-14

Does your student love space? Then this camp is for them! NASA and Roscosmos of Russia are teaming up with other nations
to create a Lunar Orbital Platform Gateway (LOP-Gz) and this is an ideal time for our students to learn about the Moon! Lunar
celebrities such as Buzz Aldrin, Neil Armstrong, Roberta Bondar, Col. Hadfield and more will introduce everything from Lunar
Ethics and how we handle the Moon, to creative designs of the necessary structures and transportation of
tomorrow. Six stations will guide students through Moon related issues and by the end, when they graduate
the Moon Base Beta program, students will know more about the moon than they could ever imagine! In the
afternoon, students will discover the incredible universe and make their own animated version through the
use of virtual reality and coding! Students will also create their own planets, as well as vehicles that will help
them navigate their way through the rocky terrains. Fly through planets, stars, the Milky Way, asteroids and
more in this camp that is out of this world!

JOIN US AT OUR UWM AT WAUKESHA CAMPUS
THIS SPRING FOR...
Registration will open March 1st, 2020.
Please visit our website for full registration details.
We are excited to offer our 11th Annual GEMS Conference which
will bring middle school girls and their parents, teachers, community leaders, and successful professional women together to boost
knowledge and interest in the areas of math, science, and
engineering.

Join us for workshops which include: Stranger Than Science
Fiction, Fancy Feet: Shoe Design Engineering, Coloring Your
World, A Look Inside a Bovine Hide, A Bullseye Everytime,
Water Wonderful World and more!
If you would like to become a GEMS Sponsor by donating to the program
or if you would like to be a GEMS presenter, please
email continuing-ed@uwm.edu.

UWM at Washington County Continuing Education
400 University Dr.
West Bend, WI 53095
Email: continuing-ed@uwm.edu
Web: www. uwm.edu/generalstudies/continuing-education
Phone: 262-335-5208
Facebook: www.facebook.com/uwcwashingtonce

UWM at Washington County Summer STEM
University camps are designed to meet the needs
of highly motivated children between the ages of
8-14. We are eager to provide safe, fun, handson learning that will provide a foundation of skills
that students will continue to build upon throughout their lives. These main skills: Communication,
Collaboration, Critical Thinking and Creativity are
the 4 C’s that employers look for. Our goal is to
provide students with these key skills needed for
success and individual growth. Summer STEM
University camps will consist of two workshops
each for both age groups; ages 11-14 camps will
offer more advanced content (ADV). This summer,
we are offering both full day and half day options.
Check our website for more in-depth workshop
descriptions and schedules! Students will receive a
certificate of completion and a camp gift.

Full day will meet Mon-Thur, 9am-4pm.
Half day sessions will meet
9am-12:00pm (AM) or 1-4pm (PM).
Save! Register before April 30th for
$269/full day camp or $139/half day
camp.
Register after April 30th for $299/full
day camp or $169/half day camp.
Summer 2020 Camps Include:
• Survival Engineering Camp
• Robotics Engineering Camp
• Climate Action Camp
• STEM Entrepreneurship Camp
• Final Frontier Camp

Survival
Engineering
Camp
June 8-11

Robotics
engineering
Camp
June 22-25

Minecraft Time Travel (AM) &
Escape Room DIY (PM)
Ages 8-11

Robotics Engineering (WeDo 2.0)
(AM) & Game Making with WeDo
& SCRATCH (PM)
Ages 8-11

Students will take their Minecrafting to the
next level…or the next dimension during the
morning session of this camp! Hop into a time
machine to travel to a different time period
where students will take an in-depth look at the
civilizations of those times to build a historically
accurate model in their self-built worlds. While
in those time periods, students will discover
the many facets in daily living that need to be
considered to build an appropriate living environment for their characters and selves! The
possibilities are endless! In the afternoon, students will discover the complexities and the fun
of engineering their very own escape rooms!
Begin this session by escaping a room of our
design, then igniting their own imaginations to
design their own through coding, engineering,
robotics and more! Students will
collaborate with a small group
to pull together a challenging
and fun room of their own for
families and friends to escape
at the end of the week! Critical
thinking and problem solving at
their best!

Escape Room DIY (AM) &
Minecraft Time Travel (PM)
Ages 11-14

In the morning, students will discover the
challenges and the fun of designing their very
own escape rooms! Begin this exploration by
escaping a room of our design, then igniting
their own imaginations to design their own
through coding, engineering, robotics and
more! Students will collaborate with a small
group to pull together a challenging and fun
room of their own. Critical thinking and problem solving at their best! Students will take
their Minecrafting to the next level…or the next
dimension during the afternoon session of this
camp! Hop into a time machine to travel to a
different time period where students will take
an in-depth look at the civilizations of those
times to build a historically accurate model
in their self-built worlds. While in those time
periods, students will discover the many facets
in daily living that need to be considered to
build an appropriate living environment for
their characters and selves! The possibilities
are endless!

In this mechanical engineering adventure,
participants will venture into the land of
mechanics to discover the basics of the laws
of motion. Students will take their knowledge,
and couple it with engineering design to
build and program robots to automate routine
tasks. Students will combine engineering,
computer programming, robotics, and FUN
seamlessly. This afternoon, our hands-on
camp will combine students limitless imagination with the endless possibilities of robotics
and coding to make extraordinary games.
SCRATCH 3.0, in collaboration with WeDo
2.0, can take your game making to the next
level. Students will use robotics as a controller, a player, score keeper or an instrument
that interacts with their SCRATCH program!

ADV Robotics Engineering (AM)
& ADV Game Making Mindstorm
with SCRATCH (PM)
Ages 11-14

In this mechanical engineering adventure,
participants will venture into the land of
mechanics to use the laws of motion and will
take their knowledge, couple it with engineering design to build and program robots to
automate routine tasks. Students will combine
engineering, computer programming, robotics, and FUN seamlessly. In this afternoon
session of Game Making with Mindstorm
& SCRATCH, students will combine their
imaginations with the endless possibilities of
robotics and coding to create the ultimate
game! SCRATCH 3.0, in collaboration with
Mindstorm robotics, can take game making
to a new level. Use robotics as a controller, a
player, score keeper or an instrument that interacts with the SCRATCH program. Students
will program the motor, color
sensors, touch sensors, lights,
sounds and movement into
their game on the computer,
all through their robots!

Climate
Action Camp
July 13-16
Stranded Island
Challenge (AM) &
Citizen Scientists (PM)
Ages 8-11

Our entire summer camp has
been shipwrecked and stranded on a desert island.
Yikes! How will they survive and eventually be
rescued? Students will use their collaboration,
creative and critical thinking skills, along with their
ingenuity to identify how to resolve their issues to
build a shelter, a boat, tools, catapults for survival,
baskets and much more! Students discover how to
use renewable sources of energy to survive while
they prepare for their rescue! In the afternoon,
our citizen scientists will find that environmental
engineering is a job for all of us and as citizens
of Earth, we must find ways to sustain our own
living space. Students will discover how everyone contributes to the well-being of our planet by
exploring how people have used their ingenuity
to engineer our world. By becoming environmental detectives, students will investigate issues that
plague our earth and then become citizen scientists
to be part of the solution! Students will then take
an in-depth look at the air we breathe, how we use
it and what ways we can find to create a higher
air quality for all of us. We all have the power to
make an impact, this week, students will learn to
use it well.

Citizen Scientists (AM) &
ADV Stranded Island Challenge
(PM) Ages 11-14

STEM
Entrepreneurship

Camp
July 27-30

Innovation Generator (AM) &
Web Design (PM)
Ages 8-11
Working for yourself is exciting, but hard work.
It takes a great idea, mental grit, and lots of
dedication. In this morning session, students will
explore ideas, design a product, and discover
the importance of the 4 P’s of entrepreneurship;
product, promotion, placement, and pricing.
After the conception of their product, students
will participate in a “Shark Tank” like activity,
where they will combine all of their knowledge
together to entice ‘business sharks’ to invest in
their new products! In this afternoon session of
Web Design, students will explore the many
uses for websites, internet safety and how to
identify an effective site. By using their own
interests as vehicles for their creative processes,
students will create a website of their own with
all the bells and whistles; pictures, videos, links,
blogs and more! Students will be introduced
to basic coding skills and add a bit of code to
personalize their sites. Innovation Generator
campers will be able to enhance their product
presentation by marketing their product or
create a link to their products.

Web Design (AM) &
Innovation Generator (PM)
Ages 11-14

Businesses, organizations, families and individuals develop websites to create their unique
Environmental Engineering is a job for all of us! As
digital
presence on the web. In the morning
citizens of Earth, we must find ways to sustain our
session
of
this camp, students will learn about
own living space through knowledge, creativity,
internet safety and how to evaluate the
critical thinking and hard work. Students will diseffectiveness of a website. What does it take to
cover how everyone contributes to the well-being
create an attractive and active website? In this
of our planet by exploring how people have used
session,
students will learn how to create a basic
their ingenuity to engineer our world. By becoming
website on their own using WordPress and
environmental detectives, students will investigate
enhancing it with their newly acquired coding
issues that plague our earth and then become
skills to customize those sites. The greatest
citizen scientists to be part of the solution! Students
inventions
and technologies that shape our
will take an in-depth look at the air we breathe,
how we use it and what ways we can find to create worlds today are a result of successful market
launches. Our goal this week is to inspire the
a higher air quality for all of us. We all have the
next generation of STEMpreneurs! In this
power to make an impact, this week, students will
afternoon
session, students will start their
learn to use it well. In the afternoon, our entire
summer camp has been shipwrecked and stranded product development process by brainstorming
niches that need to be filled. From there, students
on a desert island. Yikes! How will they survive
and eventually be rescued? Students will use their will explore ways to meet those
needs, design a new product,
collaboration, creative and critical thinking skills,
develop different marketing
along with their ingenuity to identify how to resolve
tools; from commercials to
their issues to build a shelter, a boat, tools, catawebsites
and finally, develop
pults for survival, baskets and much more! Students
packaging
to effectively
discover how to use renewable sources of energy
distribute their products.
to survive while they prepare for their rescue!

